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The quantum and plasma screening effects on the Wannier threshold law for the double-electron
escape are investigated in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas. The renormalized electron charge
and Wannier exponent are obtained by considering the equation of motion in the Wannier
configuration with the screened pseudopotential model as functions of the de Broglie wavelength,
Debye length, and charge of the residual ion. It is shown that the renormalized electron charge
significantly increases with an increase in the de Broglie wavelength, especially for small radial
distances. It is also shown that the quantum effects enhance the Wannier exponent for the
double-electron escape. In addition, the quantum effect on the Wannier threshold law is found to be
more important than the plasma screening effect in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3021456
After the seminal work of Wannier1 on the ionization
threshold law in 1953, the double-electron escape2,3 from an
atom or ion has received considerable attention because the
investigation of the long-range radial electron-electron corre-
lations has played an important role in many areas of phys-
ics. In addition, recently the electron ionization processes4–7
in plasmas such as the electron-impact ionization and photo-
ionization have received much attention since these pro-
cesses provide useful information on various plasma param-
eters as well as knowledge about the dynamics and structure
of atomic systems. It has been shown that the screened par-
ticle interaction in weakly coupled plasmas would be char-
acterized mostly by the standard Debye–Hückel model.8,9 In
these weakly coupled plasmas, the average energy of inter-
action between plasma particles is known to be smaller than
the average kinetic energy of a particle in plasmas. However,
it is obvious that the physical processes in such strongly
coupled plasmas would be quite different from those in
weakly coupled classical plasmas. Moreover, the interest in
strongly coupled plasmas has remarkably increased due to
recent investigations on various physical properties of astro-
physical compact objects and laser induced inertial confine-
ment fusion plasmas. In addition, it has been shown that the
interaction potential in strongly coupled semiclassical plas-
mas would not be represented by the conventional Debye–
Hückel model because of nonideal particle interactions due
to collective and quantum effects.10–13 However, the behavior
of the Wannier threshold law for the double-electron escape
in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas has not been spe-
cifically investigated as yet. Thus, in this brief communica-
tion we investigate the quantum and plasma screening effects
on the Wannier threshold law for the double-electron escape
from the ion in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas. The
screened renormalized electron is obtained by using the
screened pseudopotential model,10 taking into account the
quantum and correlation effects as a function of the de Bro-
glie wavelength, Debye length, and charge of the residual
ion. Furthermore, the quantum and plasma screening effects
on the Wannier exponent for the double-electron escape is
obtained by considering the screened effective charge of the
residual ion in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas.
The force equation for a system of two electrons r1 ,r2
in the field of the ion with nuclear charge Ze is represented
by
Fr1 = −

r1
Veir1 + Veer1,r2 , 1
where Fr1 is the force acting on the electron at the position
r1 and Veir1 and Veer1 ,r2 are, respectively, the electron-
ion and electron-electron interaction potentials. Recently, the
useful analytic effective pseudopotential10 of the particle in-
teractions in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas has been
obtained on the basis of the dielectric response function for-
malism taking into account the correlation between the
Boltzmann factor and quantum mechanical Slater sum. Us-
ing the effective pseudopotential model,10 the screened
electron-ion Veir1 and electron-electron Veer1 ,r2 interac-
tion potentials in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas
would be obtained by
Veir1 = −
Ze2
1 − 4ei2 /rD2
1
r1
expAeiei,rDr1
− expBeiei,rDr1 , 2
Veer1,r2 =
e2
1 − 4ee2 /rD2
1
r1 − r2
expAeeee,rDr1 − r2
− expBeeee,rDr1 − r2 , 3
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where  = /2kBT and  are, respectively, the
thermal de Broglie wavelength and reduced mass of the -
pair, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the plasma
temperature, and the screening parameters A and B are
given by A
2 	1−1–42 /rD2  / 22  and B2
	1+1−42 /rD2  / 22 . After some mathematical ma-
nipulations, the equation of motion of the electron at r1 in
strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas is then written as
d2r1
dt2
= −
Ze2
me1 − 4ei2 /rD2
r1
 1
r1
3 +
1
r1
21 − 1 − 4ei2 /rD22ei2 
1/2exp− 1 − 1 − 4ei2 /rD22ei2 
1/2
r1
−  1
r1
3 +
1
r1
21 + 1 − 4ei2 /rD22ei2 
1/2exp− 1 + 1 − 4ei2 /rD22ei2 
1/2
r1
+
e2
me1 − 4ee2 /rD2
r12
 1
r12
3 +
1
r12
2 1 − 1 − 4ee2 /rD22ee2 
1/2exp− 1 − 1 − 4ee2 /rD22ee2 
1/2
r12
−  1
r12
3 +
1
r12
2 1 + 1 − 4ee2 /rD22ee2 
1/2exp− 1 + 1 − 4ee2 /rD22ee2 
1/2
r12 , 4
where me is the electron mass and r12 	r1−r2 is the in-
terelectronic distance. In the Wannier mode,3,14 the ejected
two electrons would be placed at equal radial distances from
the residual ion and also in opposite directions with respect
to the residual ion in the ridge of the potential surface.
Hence, the equation of motion in the Wannier configuration
r1	r=−r2 for the double-electron escape from the ion
becomes
d2r
dt2
=
Zer,,rD,Z
me
 
r1
Veir1
r1=r
, 5
where Zer , ,rD ,Z represents the renormalized electron
charge at the radial distance r in strongly coupled semiclas-
sical plasmas,
Zer,,rD,Z = − 1 +
1
4Z
r,,rD
r,,rD
. 6
Here, r , ,rD /r , ,rD term shows the correction due to
the quantum and screening effects on the renormalized elec-
tron charge and r , ,rD and r , ,rD are, respectively,
r,,rD =
1
1 − 42/rD2

1 + 21 − 1 − 42/rD222 1/2r
	exp− 21 − 1 − 42/rD222 1/2r
− 1 + 21 + 1 − 42/rD222 1/2r
	exp− 21 + 1 − 42/rD222 1/2r , 7
r,,rD =
1
1 − 22/rD2

1 + 1 − 1 − 22/rD2
2
1/2r
	exp− 1 − 1 − 22/rD2
2
1/2r
− 1 + 1 + 1 − 22/rD2
2
1/2r
	exp− 1 + 1 − 22/rD2
2
1/2r , 8
where  = /mekBT is the thermal de Broglie wave-
length of the electron-electron pair. According to Wannier’s
configuration of ridge propagation,3 the escaping two
electrons move independently with the screened renormal-
ized electron charge Zer , ,rD ,Z in the field of the residual
ion with the effective change Zeffr , ,rD ,Z
=−Zer , ,rD ,ZZ in strongly coupled semiclassical plas-
mas. If the quantum effects are absent →0 in the plasma,
the screening parameters turned out to be Aei→1 /rD, Aee
→1 /rD, Bei→
, and Bee→
, so that the renormalized elec-
tron charge becomes Zer ,rD ,Z=−1+ e−r/rD /4Z1
+2r /rD / 1+r /rD, i.e., the case of the weakly coupled
plasma.15 From Eq. 6, we can show that the individual
effective screened electron charge is given by Ze→−1
+ 1 /4Z for the case of the free target atom or ion, i.e., 
→0 and rD→
. In addition, the radial electron correlation
effect on the renormalized electron charge would be ne-
glected with increasing Z so that the effective charge be-
comes Ze→−1. According to Wannier’s work, it has been
shown that the energy E dependence of the cross section
 near the ionization threshold I for a free hydrogenlike
atom or ion with nuclear charge Ze is represented by a power
law  E− I, where Z =1 /4100Z−9 / 4Z−11/2
−1 /4 is the Wannier exponent1,14 for the double-electron
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escape. For a pure Coulomb case, the solution of Eq. 5 is
known as r t2/3.14 However, for the pseudopotential case in
plasmas it is expected that the screened effective charge pro-
vides the detailed information on the properties of plasmas as
well as the ionization mechanism. Hence, in strongly
coupled semiclassical plasmas, however, the effective
charge, Z−1 /4, of the residual ion would be replaced by the
screened effective charge Zeffr , ,rD ,Z due to the influence
of the quantum and screening effects. Therefore, the
screened Wannier exponent function r , ,rD ,Z in strongly
coupled semiclassical plasmas becomes
r,,rD,Z
=
1
4
100Z + 16 − 25r,,rD/r,,rD4Z − r,,rD/r,,rD 1/2 − 1 . 9
The range of radial distances of importance for the Hamil-
tonian matrix element for the atomic ionization process is
known as raZ,
16 i.e., the distance between the escaping
electron and residual ion is comparable to the Bohr radius,
where aZ =a0 /Z is the Bohr radius of the hydrogenic ion
with nuclear charge Ze and a0 =2 /mee2 is the Bohr radius
of the hydrogen atom. The screened Wannier exponent for
the double-electron escape from the target ion with nuclear
charge Ze in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas is then
obtained by the relation ¯¯ , r¯D ,Z =r , ,rD ,Z r=aZ,
where ¯ 	 /aZ is the scaled de Broglie wavelength and r¯D
	rD /aZ is the scaled Debye length.
Figure 1 represents the three-dimensional plot of the
renormalized electron charge Ze for the double-electron es-
cape from the ion in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas
as a function of the scaled de Broglie wavelength ¯ and
scaled radial distance r¯ 	r /aZ. As it is seen, the renormal-
ized electron charge significantly increases with an increase
in the de Broglie wavelength, especially for small radial dis-
tances. Figure 2 shows the renormalized electron charge Ze
as a function of the scaled radial distance r¯ for various values
of the de Broglie wavelength. From this figure, it is found
that the quantum effects on the renormalized electron charge
decrease with increasing the radial distance beyond the De-
bye radius. Figure 3 represents the three-dimensional figure
of the Wannier exponent ¯ as a function of the scaled Debye
length r¯D and scaled de Broglie wavelength ¯ . As it is seen,
the quantum effects enhance the Wannier exponent for the
double-electron escape. It is also found that the quantum
effect on the Wannier threshold law is more important than
the plasma screening effect in strongly coupled semiclassical
plasmas since the reaction zone is placed inside the Debye
sphere. Hence, the threshold cross sections for the double-
electron escape from the ion in strongly coupled semiclassi-
cal plasmas are expected to be smaller to those in classical
plasmas since the screened Wannier exponent can be written
as ¯ = ln  / lnE− I. Hence, we have found that the
quantum effect plays an important role on the Wannier
threshold law for the double-electron escape in strongly
coupled semiclassical plasmas. These results would provide
useful information on the quantum and plasma screening ef-
fects on the threshold behavior of the double-electron escape
from the ion in strongly coupled semiclassical plasmas.
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FIG. 1. The three-dimensional plot of the renormalized electron charge Ze as
a function of the scaled de Broglie wavelength ¯ and scaled distance r¯ when
Z=2 and r¯D=20.
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FIG. 2. The renormalized electron charge Ze as a function of the scaled
distance r¯ when Z=2 and r¯D=30. The solid line represents the case of ¯
=1. The dashed line represents the case of ¯ =4. The dotted line represents
the case of ¯ =6.
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FIG. 3. The three-dimensional plot of the Wannier exponent ¯ as a function
of the scaled Debye length r¯D and scaled de Broglie wavelength ¯ when
Z=2.
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